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new Yorkers for Parks (nY4P) is a citywide, independent organization dedicated to 
ensuring that all new Yorkers enjoy a world class parks system.  new Yorkers for Parks 
achieves its purpose through an integrated framework of advocacy, research, planning 
and a coalition of parks, open space, recreation, advocacy and civic organizations.  

new York City is a place of constant change. during times of economic growth the 
number of real estate developments and re-zoning projects can seem dizzying, and in 
an economic downturn land use decisions are of critical importance to such a dense 
environment.  however, unlike cities such as Chicago and London, new York does 
not have a comprehensive plan for city development and, accordingly, no plan that 
ensures adequate open space in all neighborhoods.  Without sound planning and smart 
policies guiding development, the City risks the continuing loss of open space and 
missed opportunities for new open spaces. In a 2007 report, “Making the Most of our 
Parks,” the Citizens Budget Commission observed that new York City parks “must 
accommodate an unparalleled volume of people  . . . [and that] . . . new Yorkers must be 
especially innovative in order to make the most of their parks.”  The report suggested 
that one of the greatest challenges to our park system was the lack of a comprehensive, 
strategic plan guiding its expansion.   

In order to encourage comprehensive open space planning, nY4P has developed 
the “Open Space Index,” a set of targets for open space access and environmental 
sustainability in new York City neighborhoods. The targets are informed by existing 
new York City open space conditions, current new York City park and sustainability 
policies, measures in other cities and recommendations from professionals in the fields 
of real estate, open space planning, environmental justice, community-based planning 
and environmental science. The Open Space Index will serve as a tool to evaluate 
neighborhood open space and help communities identify and advocate for their open 
space priorities. It is nY4P’s hope that these neighborhood-level assessments will 
contribute to thoughtful, community-driven plans for parks and open space in new 
York City.

Lee Stuart
executive director, new Yorkers for Parks
April 8, 2010 

SUMMARY
executive 
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Parks provide new Yorkers with space for recreation and play, quiet reflection, 
connection to nature, social networking and civic engagement.  each community and 
neighborhood within new York City has open space needs unique to its population’s 
ages, interests and current open space resources. The City must make certain that all 
neighborhoods have appropriate recreational and open space opportunities to meet 
these needs.  This can only be achieved with a methodologically-sound assessment 
that identifies the gaps in the open space system and supports the creation of a long-
term comprehensive plan to enhance, preserve and promote quality parks.  

Given the unique characteristics of new York City’s geography and land use, the Open 
Space Index, shown on page 3, offers a variety of targets, making it flexible enough to 
be relevant across diverse neighborhoods in all five boroughs. The 15 targets of the 
Open Space Index fall within four main categories: 

Active and Passive Open Space•	
Access and distance•	
environmental Sustainability•	
Park Maintenance•	

As part of its neighborhood Parks Services program, nY4P will work with communi-
ties to complete Open Space Index assessments. neighborhoods may not score well 
on all 15 targets, but the assessment itself will provide the foundation for a commu-
nity-wide discussion of open space needs.  For example, in a dense neighborhood 
where increasing park acreage is not feasible, neighborhood residents may prioritize 
improving park maintenance or increasing tree canopy coverage.  A community with a 
large immigrant population from the West Indies or Pakistan may prioritize a cricket 
field over basketball courts, and a neighborhood with a large number of seniors may 
prefer passive park spaces with benches over parks comprised of fields and courts.

Boys play cricket on a baseball field in Joseph Austin Playground, Jamaica hills, Queens.
Copyright © 2008. William desjardins for new Yorkers for Parks.  All Rights Reserved.

InTROdUCTIOn
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open Space Elements Proposed new york city neighborhood Standards

active and Passive open Space
Active Open Space & Facilities 1 acre/ 1,000 residents

Playgrounds 1 Playground/ 1,250 children

Athletic Fields 1.5 Athletic Fields/ 10,000 residents

Courts 5 Courts/ 10,000 residents

Recreation Centers 1 Recreation Center/ 20,000 residents

Passive Open Space 1.5 acres/ 1,000 residents

Community Gardens 1 Community Garden/ 10,000 residents

Total Acres of Open Space 2.5 acres of Open Space/ 1,000 residents

access and distance
Walking distance to a Pocket Park  (Less than 1 acre) 100% of residents are within a 5 minute walk (1/4 mile)

Walking distance to a neighborhood Park  (1-20 acres) 100% of residents are within a 5 minute walk (1/4 mile)

Walking distance to a Large Park  (20+ acres) 100% of residents are within a 10 minute walk (1/2 mile)

Environmental Sustainability
Urban Tree Canopy Cover  neighborhood-specific goals are provided in Appendix d

Permeable Surfacing within Parks 70%

Park maintenance
Parks rated overall "acceptable" by dPR 85%

Parks rated "acceptable" on cleanliness by dPR 90%

The Open Space Index
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CEQR Is Not ENough 

New York City has guidelines 
for reviewing the environmental 
impacts of large-scale ‘actions’, such 
as infrastructure projects, rezonings 
and real estate developments.  
they are outlined in the City 
Environmental Quality Review 
(CEQR) technical Manual.

Many of the projects reviewed 
by CEQR result in substantial 
population increases, yet little 
regard is given to the new 
population’s open space needs.  
the City’s open space goal of 2.5 
acres of open space per 1,000 
residents, detailed in CEQR, is 
characterized as a “benchmark that 
represents an area well-served 
by open space”, not an “impact 
threshold” that must be achieved.  
this weak language and lack of 
enforcement often results 
in developments that do not 
provide adequate open space 
opportunities to residents.  
 

Why does the City 
need a Master Plan 
for Parks? 
Because new York does not have a Master Plan for 
open space, there is no comprehensive lens through 
which we can ensure that all neighborhoods have 
adequate park space.  A Master Plan, informed by 
neighborhood-level open space assessments, would 
provide an array of measures and goals, which would 
hold city agencies, elected officials and developers ac-
countable, ensure equitable park access across the 
city and provide transparency to communities that 
desire to understand and improve the open space op-
tions in their neighborhoods.   

There are numerous environmental, health, economic 
and lifestyle reasons why open space provision should 
be a priority for new York City. In light of our ex-
panding population and the growing threat of climate 
change, a comprehensive plan for open space and sus-
tainability is essential.

Population Growth
new York City’s population is expected to increase 
by over one million residents by 2030.1  This extraor-
dinary growth will affect a number of city services, 
including the already strained parks system.  Launched 
in 2007, the Bloomberg administration’s PlanYC ini-
tiative offers a broad approach to accommodate the 
expected population increase, while also improving 
the City’s long-term environmental sustainability.  One 
major goal of this plan is to ensure that all new York-
ers are within a 10 minute walk of a park.  Strategies 
toward achieving this goal include the creation of new 
public plazas and opening schoolyards to the public in 
neighborhoods lacking in open space.  These policies 
have been incorporated into the Open Space Index.

PlanYC has introduced a number of progressive pro-
grams that take a wide-range view of the city’s envi-
ronmental sustainability.  It does not, however, offer 
a neighborhood-by-neighborhood assessment with 
community input. The Open Space Index is a logical 
and meaningful next step for PlanYC because it offers 
a menu of targets that individual communities can ap-
ply to their neighborhood. 
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With the help of the department of City Planning 
(dCP), new Yorkers for Parks calculated the pro-
jected open space provision for each nYC neigh-
borhood in 2030.  Using the neighborhood boundar-
ies set forth by PlanYC and population projections 
provided by the dCP’s Population division, nY4P 
estimated the open space ratios (# acres/1,000 
people) that can be expected in the year 2030.2  The 
findings are contained in the map at right.  

The map illustrates the range of access to parks 
across the city.  Areas colored by the darkest shade 
of red --in Staten Island and the northern neigh-
borhoods of the Bronx-- have excellent open space 
provision (more than 2.5 acres per 1000 residents).  
however, central Brooklyn and Queens, depicted in 
light pink, are expected to receive large numbers of 
immigrants over the next two decades and will suf-
fer from inadequate access to open space.  Planning 
for new parks in these neighborhoods now will help 
the City to accommodate its new residents in the 
years to come.

It is also important to recognize that some neigh-
borhoods, though near a large park, may not have 
access to its recreational opportunities.  For ex-
ample, many residents of the neighborhoods sur-
rounding Pelham Bay Park in the Bronx are not 
within walking distance of that very large park, and 
interstate highways and exit ramps create physical 
barriers that further hinder access.

PROVIdInG OPen SPACe TO The 2030 POPULATIOn

Open Space Acres
by nYC neighborhood 2030
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a particular focus on those with poor public health 
outcomes.

Quality of Life: enriching Lives 
and Reducing Crime
Well-kept parks and community gardens have a beauti-
fying and uplifting effect on communities.  Open space 
promotes social interaction and healthy lifestyles by 
providing much-needed opportunities for physical 
activity, social interaction and connection to nature.  
Communities benefitting from vibrant public spaces 
have more “eyes on the street,” which can improve 
safety.  Accordingly, “police departments document 
sharp declines in juvenile arrests after recreational fa-
cilities open in low-income neighborhoods.”8  These 
benefits should be kept in mind when planning for 
open space at the neighborhood level.  

Ralph demarco Park, Astoria, Queens 
Copyright © 2008.  Tim Francis for new Yorkers for Parks.  

All Rights Reserved.

Theodore Roosevelt Park, Upper West Side, Manhattan

environmental Sustainability
In addition to providing us with spaces to recreate and 
interact, our parks are the key to new York’s long-
term environmental sustainability. Trees, grass and 
plants provide a variety of environmental benefits to 
new Yorkers.  They absorb air pollution, reduce near-
by air temperatures and provide habitats for wildlife.  
Green spaces slow storm water runoff and naturally 
filter contaminants before they reach our rivers and 
bays.   Maintaining and expanding these natural areas is 
essential to new Yorkers’ health and well-being today 
and in the future, particularly in light of the increas-
ing impacts of global climate change. neighborhood-
level open space assessments will help highlight areas 
in need of improved sustainability features, including 
parks.

economic Benefits of Parks
numerous studies have demonstrated that well-main-
tained parks make neighborhoods more attractive for 
investment.  Parks attract residents and businesses, 
increase real estate values and draw tourists.  A study 
commissioned by the Central Park Conservancy es-
timated that Central Park added $17.7 billion to the 
market value of properties near the park.  Addition-
ally, events, enterprises and activities connected to the 
park generated an estimated $395 million in 2007.3  In 

another example, the Regional Plan Association and 
Friends of hudson River Park found that an initial $75 
million investment in the Greenwich Village section of 
the hudson River Park added $200 million in value 
to the properties in a two block area adjacent to the 
first completed section of the Park between 2002 and 
2005.4  

This phenomenon is not limited to wealthy neighbor-
hoods in Manhattan.  A 2002 study conducted by ernst 
and Young, LLP and nY4P, “how Smart Parks Invest-
ment Pays its Way,” found that strategic investment 
in revitalizing neighborhood parks yields significant 
economic returns to the City of new York, investors 
and neighboring communities.5  The study found that 
recent capital investment in Clove Lake Park in Staten 
Island and St. Albans Park in Queens paralleled im-
provements in local real estate and the general de-
sirability of the neighborhoods.  Further, a study by 
the Furman Center for Real estate and Urban Poli-
cy estimated that the “gross tax benefits to the city 
generated by all community gardens over a 20-year 
period amounts to about $503 million.”6  More com-
prehensive planning, through open space assessments, 
will help to identify neighborhoods in need of park ex-
pansion or improvement, and enable the City to make 
strategic investments in high-need areas.  The resulting 
open space improvements, when well-maintained, will 
positively impact the surrounding communities’ eco-
nomic vitality and may be linked to broader economic 
revitalization strategies.

health & the Built environment
Parks provide spaces for physical activity, and nu-
merous studies have shown that proximity to a park 
increases the frequency of exercise.7  Regular exer-
cise contributes to weight loss, increases energy and 
decreases the risk of hypertension.  Time spent out-
doors and close to nature can also have a significant 
impact on mental health, particularly in urban areas 
where crowded conditions can cause increased levels 
of stress.  Comprehensive planning can help to ensure 
that recreation opportunities are adequately distrib-
uted among all new York City neighborhoods, with 
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There are disparities in open space oppor-
tunities in many cities, and these disparities 
often correspond with race and income.  A 
study of open space in Los Angeles found 
that “children of color disproportionately 
live in communities of poverty without 
enough places to play in parks and schools, 
and neither cars nor an adequate transit 
system to reach parks and school fields 
in other neighborhoods.”9 This lack of ac-
cess to recreation can have serious health 
implications, and nearby sources of pollu-
tion such as industrial sites and highways 
frequently contribute to these adverse 
circumstances.  high rates of childhood 
obesity, asthma and diabetes often corre-
spond with fewer acres of open space in 
urban areas.

new York City is no exception to this 
trend.  The map at right depicts diabetes 
rates in new York City.  This map illus-
trates the census tracts across the city 
experiencing the highest rates of diabetes.  
notably, many of the areas with the high-
est rates of diabetes lie in neighborhoods 
most deficient in parkland.  As illustrated 
on the map, some examples include the 
South Bronx, east harlem, hunters Point 
in Queens and areas of central Brooklyn.  
expanding open space opportunities in 
these neighborhoods should be closely 
considered, and an open space assessment 
using the Open Space Index could help to 
identify specific ways to improve access in 
these areas.

Diabetes Rate by Census Tract
0 - 7

8 - 18

19 - 34

35 - 60

61 - 100

No Data

Diabetes in New York City
Diabetes rates have doubled in New York City in the past 10 years.

Sources:  
Infoshare, 2007
UC Berkeley Department of Urban Planning, 2007
New York City Department of Health 
and Mental Hygiene, 2007.

eQUITY & enVIROnMenTAL JUSTICe
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PART I:  deVeLOPInG The OPen SPACe Index
new Yorkers for Parks’ Open Space Index is a blueprint of open space and sustainabil-
ity targets that will help new York City neighborhoods create open space agendas and 
help the City to begin planning for open space on a comprehensive level.  The Index, 
shown on page 9, is a product of a three-year research and development endeavor at 
nY4P.   each target was examined through an analysis of current new York City open 
space conditions, a wide study of measures in other cities and interviews with experts 
in the fields of real estate, open space planning, environmental justice, community-
based planning and environmental science.   In the spring of 2009, nY4P conducted a 
Pilot Study of the Index in the Lower east Side neighborhood of Manhattan.

The 15 targets that comprise the Index offer a variety of approaches to ascertaining 
a neighborhood’s open space opportunities and environmental sustainability.   When 
applied to a specific neighborhood, it provides a complete picture of the area’s open 
space.   As part of its neighborhood Parks Services program, nY4P will provide 
leadership and technical assistance to neighborhood groups that petition for an Open 
Space Index assessment in their community.  

how communities can use the Open Space Index: 

assess open space needs•	

highlight equity issues•	

identify environmental sustainability opportunities•	

organize an advocacy campaign•	

elected officials can use a neighborhood’s completed open space assessment to more 
effectively target capital spending on park improvements.

NEIghboRhood PaRks sERvICEs: 

the open space Index is envisioned as a part of New 
Yorkers for Parks’ broader Neighborhood Parks services 
(NPs) program.  NPs is a technical assistance program 
designed to pair park supporters and community 
advocates with NY4P’s extensive experience in park 
research, advocacy, planning, beautification and design.  
the direct services that NY4P provides through the NPs 
program will educate and empower communities to 
advocate locally for open space.  

as part of NPs, New Yorkers for Parks will work 
with communities to conduct open space Index 
assessments. NY4P staff will identify all open space 
sites and compile an inventory of sites to be surveyed.  
NY4P will coordinate the data collection, which includes 
all surveying, measuring, calculating and map-making.  
NY4P will present the completed open space Index 
to neighborhood constituents at a public meeting, and 
community stakeholders can then shape their advocacy 
priorities using the results of the Index.
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open Space Elements Proposed new york city neighborhood Standards

active and Passive open Space
Active Open Space & Facilities 1 acre/ 1,000 residents

Playgrounds 1 Playground/ 1,250 children

Athletic Fields 1.5 Athletic Fields/ 10,000 residents

Courts 5 Courts/ 10,000 residents

Recreation Centers 1 Recreation Center/ 20,000 residents

Passive Open Space 1.5 acres/ 1,000 residents

Community Gardens 1 Community Garden/ 10,000 residents

Total Acres of Open Space 2.5 acres of Open Space/ 1,000 residents

access and distance
Walking distance to a Pocket Park  (Less than 1 acre) 100% of residents are within a 5 minute walk (1/4 mile)

Walking distance to a neighborhood Park  (1-20 acres) 100% of residents are within a 5 minute walk (1/4 mile)

Walking distance to a Large Park  (20+ acres) 100% of residents are within a 10 minute walk (1/2 mile)

Environmental Sustainability
Urban Tree Canopy Cover  neighborhood-specific goals are provided in Appendix d

Permeable Surfacing within Parks 70%

Park maintenance
Parks rated overall "acceptable" by dPR 85%

Parks rated "acceptable" on cleanliness by dPR 90%

The Open Space Index
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Scope:  
The neighborhood 
Scale
Acknowledging that new Yorkers live in densely-
occupied, shared spaces, the Open Space Index 
examines parks and environmental sustainability on 
the smallest stage available: the neighborhood.  In 
thinking about access to open space opportunities, 
most residents would be more likely to walk to a park 
within the bounds of a neighborhood, rather than 
their larger Community Board or Council district.  
This smaller scale allows for a more feasible and 
meaningful assessment.  

The neighborhood boundaries used for the Open 
Space Index are consistent with neighborhood bound-
aries created in conjunction with PlanYC population 
projections.  While there are 51 Council districts 
and 59 Community Boards, there are 188 PlanYC 
neighborhoods.   Maps illustrating the neighborhood 
boundaries are provided in Appendix A.

Research
The foundation of nY4P’s research for the Open 
Space Index was an extensive study of open space 
policies and standards in other cities.   As the Index 
developed, nY4P also drew upon existing nYC open 
space and sustainability goals and recommendations 
by third parties such as recreation and environmen-
tal advocates.  Additionally, a range of park, recreation 
and environmental groups have published open space 
goals for American urban areas.  While many of these 
standards are generalized and do not consider new 
York City’s unique population density and geographic 
constraints, they provided thoughtful groundwork for 
nY4P’s own set of standards.   Some key resources 
that influenced the Open Space Index standards are 
listed below.

existing Local Guidelines 
Various new York City initiatives and processes 
informed the Open Space Index.   The City environmental 
Quality Review (CeQR) Technical Manual, which 
provides the guidelines for environmental reviews of 
large projects, includes various benchmarks, including 
an open space goal of 2.5 acres of open space per 
1,000 residents.  nY4P has used a version of this goal 
and CeQR’s definition of open space in the Open 
Space Index.   Additionally, PlanYC’s plaza initiative 
and goal that all residents live within a 10 minute walk 
of a park influenced the Index’s targets.  Finally, nY4P 
borrowed standards for park maintenance from the 
annual Mayor’s Management Report. 

national Recreation and Parks 
Association (nRPA)
nRPA is a national advocacy and education organiza-
tion that provides park and recreation guidelines for 
cities.  These guidelines include ratios for each type of 
facility in relation to population as well as a minimum 
service radius (i.e. walking distance) for each type of 
field and court.  For example, nRPA recommends that 
cities offer a minimum of 1 basketball court per 5,000 

residents and, further, it suggests that a basketball 
court be provided within a 1/4-1/2 mile radius of all 
residences.10   Specific goals such as these were very 
useful in developing the Active Open Space targets for 
the Open Space Index.  While the nRPA standards 
were designed to serve a variety of urban areas across 
the United States, nY4P was able to incorporate a 
number of them into the Index by adapting them to 
take nYC’s extraordinary population into account.

Leed Standards
The United States Green Building Council (USGBC), 
which administers the Leadership in energy and envi-
ronmental design (Leed) Green Building Rating Sys-
tem, recently developed a new program called Leed 
for neighborhood development (Leed-nd).  Start-
ing in 2010, this new element of the rating system 
will award Leed points to developments providing 
a variety of open spaces within walking distance of 
homes and businesses.11  This Smart Growth strategy 
is consistent with Leed’s environmental sustainability 
mission and expands on this objective by encouraging 
physical activity and time spent outdoors.  The Leed-
nd walking distance rating influenced the Open Space 
Index’s Access and distance targets.  

Other Cities’ Goals
numerous American cities have open space goals, and 
outside the United States a number of large metropo-
lises have developed extensive policies as well.   Cities 
such as Austin, Charlotte, denver, Indianapolis, nash-
ville and Phoenix incorporate basic park standards into 
their city planning.   Other cities such as Minneapolis, 
San diego, Vancouver, London and Ottawa have devel-
oped multi-layered, comprehensive open space plans, 
and Seattle’s impressive Park & Recreation Plan pro-
vides “distribution Guidelines” for over 29 types of 
recreational opportunities.12  When constructing the 
Open Space Index for new York City, nY4P closely 
examined these other cities’ plans and policies.



Advisory Interviews
 A critical component of our preliminary research was feedback 
gathered from new York City planning, development and envi-
ronmental advocacy leaders.  nY4P staff interviewed 20 profes-
sionals ranging in background from real estate and open space 
planning to environmental justice, community-based planning 
and environmental science.  each meeting included a review of 
the Open Space Index, and these discussions helped us modify 
the indicators further and explore strategies for codifying the 
Open Space Index into legislation or environmental regulations.  
nY4P interviewed experts from the Pratt Institute, hunter 
College, the Manhattan Borough President’s office, the de-
partment of Parks and Recreation (dPR), department of City 
Planning, Regional Plan Association, new York Lawyers for the 
Public Interest, WeAct for environmental Justice, Jonathan Rose 
Companies, Related Companies, Landmark West!, and more.  
For a complete list of interviewees, see Appendix B. 

Pilot Study
The final element of research that informed the Open Space 
Index was the Pilot Study that nY4P conducted in the Lower 
east Side neighborhood of Manhattan in the Spring of 2009.  
This community was chosen because of its rich demographic 
diversity, variety of open spaces and vibrant history of park and 
garden advocacy.  With a near-final version of the 15 targets, 
nY4P employed the methodology it developed for the Index 
to assess the neighborhood’s open space opportunities.  The 
Pilot Study was an excellent opportunity to test the method-
ology and address lingering questions on specific open space 
elements.  The Pilot Study culminated with a Community Meet-
ing in the neighborhood, and this report benefited significantly 
from the feedback received from local residents who attended 
the meeting. Results of the Pilot Study are discussed further in 
Part III.

bEst PRaCtICEs IN MuNICIPal 
oPEN sPaCE PlaNNINg

loNdoN’s open space Plan provides a framework of strategies 
that can be applied to various neighborhoods.  by order of the 
Mayor of london, individual boroughs (i.e. neighborhoods) must 
develop an open space strategy that considers the supply and 
demand of open spaces within each community and identifies 
“ways of protecting, creating and enhancing them.”   to accompany 
this strategy, the Mayor published a “guide to Preparing open 
space strategies,” which offers a variety of methods and strategies 
for measuring open space access, from which individual boroughs 
can select the elements that are most relevant to their community.  
some guidelines include a 5-minute walk to an area equipped for 
children’s play and a 1/4 mile walk to a small park.13

ottawa’s greenspace Master Plan includes a variety of 
environmental initiatives, including a 30% tree canopy cover, an 
ambitious greenspace target of 10 acres for every 1000 residents 
and a mandate that every resident be within a 1/4 mile walk of a 
green space.14  this plan, developed in 2005 and 2006, is a notable 
precursor to New York City’s PlaNYC.

saN FRaNCIsCo has undertaken an expansive project to 
assess and expand its open space network in an equitable and 
environmentally sustainable manner.  the san Francisco Planning 
department is creating an open space Framework intended to 
guide the city towards a comprehensive open space network.15  
the new plan will include goals regarding increasing the amount 
of open space in the city and providing a balanced recreation 
system offering a range of both active and passive recreation 
opportunities.16

The Open Space Index | PART I: developing the Open Space Index     11
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PART II: The OPen SPACe Index
new York City contains an astonishing diversity of built environments.  Comparing 
open space elements in midtown Manhattan to park characteristics in Far Rockaway 
can seem like comparing apples to oranges.  A neighborhood’s demographic composi-
tion gives it a specific set of needs, and its geographical location provides a unique set 
of constraints and opportunities.  however, the City needs a tool that can be both 
consistent and flexible in setting standards for neighborhood open space.  The Open 
Space Index was designed with this in mind.

Understanding that each neighborhood has distinct needs, the Open Space Index 
does not weight the importance of the various indicators.17  It is our hope that com-
munities using the Index will prioritize the targets based on community input and the 
constraints and opportunities provided by their neighborhood’s particular geography.  

The elements that comprise the Open Space Index provide a flexible framework, be-
cause open space can be measured in a variety of ways. For example, acreage per cap-
ita is a common approach, but this measurement does not always capture residents’ 
ease of access to open spaces.  While Flushing Meadows Park in Queens offers over 
1,250 acres of open space, residents of the nearby Jackson heights neighborhood live 
between a 20 and 30 minute walk away from this large park.  In order to capture a 
situation like this one, the Open Space Index examines acreage per capita in concert 
with physical distances to open spaces, so that communities can obtain a much clearer 
picture of their open space strengths and weaknesses.  

Background, Methodology and 
data Collection
The following sections address each Open Space Index target individually and provide 
information explaining:

the definition of the open space element•	

the background research influencing the target•	

the methodology behind collecting data on the element•	

the process for calculating a neighborhood’s outcome   •	

All targets that incorporate resident and child population use Census 2000 data.  

what Is oPEN sPaCE?

City Environmental Quality Review (CEQR), the 
procedure that guides the environmental review process 
in New York City, defines open space as “publicly or 
privately-owned land that is publicly accessible and has 
been designated for leisure, play, or sport, or land set aside 
for the protection and/or enhancement of the natural 
environment.”18  In addition to City, state and Federal 
parkland, this includes any publicly accessible community 
gardens and plazas.  the open space Index remains 
faithful to this definition.
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open Space Elements ny4P neighborhood Standards
Active Open Space & Facilities 1 acre/ 1,000 residents

Playgrounds 1 Playground/ 1,250 children

Athletic Fields 1.5 Athletic Fields/ 10,000 residents

Courts 5 Courts/ 10,000 residents

Recreation Centers 1 Recreation Center/ 20,000 residents

Active Open Space

Active Open Space facilities offer places for recreational sports, exercise and play.  This 
type of parkland is critical to maintaining good mental and physical health.  A variety 
of recreational opportunities is essential for any neighborhood, and each community 
will have unique demographics that will inform their recreational needs.  Playgrounds 
provide young children with areas to develop motor skills and engage with peers.  
Athletic courts and fields allow for organized games that encourage physical engage-
ment, exercise and socialization.  Recreation Centers offer athletic and educational 
programming that is particularly important in winter months when outdoor fields and 
courts are unavailable.  

The following park elements are categorized as Active Open Space on the Open 
Space Index: playgrounds, fields and rinks, courts, pools, beaches, golf courses, green-
ways, bikeways and recreation centers.20 Recognizing the need for a variety of active 
recreation opportunities, the Active Open Space section of the Index contains four 
sub-categories --playgrounds, fields, courts and recreation centers-- each of which are 
critical to a neighborhood with adequate recreational opportunities.  Though each of 
these sub-categories contributes to the Active Open Space total, it is useful to break 
them out because of their common presence throughout the city.  

Maria hernandez Park, Bushwick, Brooklyn

NEw YoRk CItY’s CEQR tEChNICal MaNual 
dEFINEs aCtIvE oPEN sPaCE as

“open space that is used for sports, exercise, or active play…
consist[ing] mainly of recreational facilities, including the following: 
playground equipment, playing fields…, playing courts…, beach 
area…, pools, ice skating rinks, greenways and esplanades…., 
multipurpose play area (open lawns and paved areas for active 
recreation…), and golf courses.”19 
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Brower Park, Crown heights, Brooklyn

Linden Playground, east new York, Brooklyn 

Collecting data
Calculating a neighborhood’s active open space acreage requires obtaining measure-
ments of the play areas, courts, fields, swimming pools, beaches, golf courses, green-
ways, bikeways and recreation centers.  Surveyors, led by nY4P staff, employ a variety 
of methods to obtain this data.  Most courts, fields and pools follow national size 
standards (listed in Appendix C); however, occasionally these elements will not be 
of standard size.  When a court, field or pool is shaped irregularly, surveyors use a 
measuring wheel to measure the areas.  A measuring wheel must also be used to cal-
culate the area of play areas throughout the city.   In the case of beaches, greenways, 
bikeways, golf courses and recreation centers, the Parks department will often be 
able to provide the acreage.  however, when a measurement is not available, these 
features must be measured manually as well.  The Open Space Index Technical Manual 
contains further details on the methodology used to calculate a neighborhood’s active 
open space acreage. 

nY4P staff measuring a play area in Seward Park, Lower east Side, Manhattan
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open Space Element ny4P neighborhood Standard
Playgrounds 1 Playground/ 1,250 children

Playgrounds

Playgrounds provide children with opportunities to climb, bounce, swing, build 
strength, increase coordination, take risks and interact with their peers.   Some cities’ 
open space plans approach playgrounds through an accessibility lens: Seattle’s Parks 
and Recreation Plan sets a standard of a 1/2 mile walking distance to playground21 
while London22  and San Francisco23 recommend that all residents be within a 1/4 mile 
walk to a children’s playground.  The Open Space Index sets a goal of 1 playground per 
1,250 children.  This target takes new York’s density into account and is consistent 
with PlanYC’s playground standard. 24  

The Index defines a playground as a portion of a park consisting of play equipment, 
such as swings and structures for climbing, the boundaries of which are delineated by 
required safety surfacing. 

noble Playground, West Farms, Bronx. 

Safety surfacing in a playground at Seward Park, 
Lower east Side, Manhattan

Collecting data
Collecting data on playgrounds re-
quires surveying neighborhood parks 
on foot.  Surveyors, led by nY4P staff, 
visit all parks and playgrounds in the 
study area to identify play equipment.  
For the purposes of the Open Space 
Index, play equipment situated within 
a contiguous section of safety sur-
facing equals one playground.  Most 
new York City public playgrounds 
are operated by dPR, however, neigh-
borhoods with PlanYC Schoolyard-
to-Playground sites and nYChA play-
grounds that are open to the public 
may include these sites in this mea-
surement as well.  

addItIoNal PlaYgRouNds

schoolyards-to-Playgrounds 
In 2007, Mayor bloomberg launched the schoolyards-to-
Playgrounds program in conjunction with PlaNYC.  under this 
initiative, schoolyards that were previously locked during non-
school hours, on weekends and over the summer are opened 
to the public during non-school hours.25  so far, this program has 
opened 112 schoolyards and will open 154 more in the coming 
years.26  because of the critical service that these playgrounds 
provide, these sites are included in the open space Index’s 
assessment of a neighborhood’s playgrounds.

NYCha playgrounds 
Public housing sites across the City frequently have playgrounds 
located within their grounds.  these playgrounds are operated 
by the New York City housing authority (NYCha) and are not 
always accessible from outside of the housing complex.  due to 
their semi-private nature, New Yorkers for Parks did not include 
them in the playground count for our Pilot study. 
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open Space Element ny4P neighborhood Standard
Athletic Fields 1.5 Athletic Fields/ 10,000 residents

Athletic Fields

Organized field sports provide positive health and social benefits to both children 
and adults.  Team sports teach young people problem-solving, conflict-resolution, and 
sportsmanship skills.  For adults, field sports offer occasions for socializing and exer-
cising.  The nRPA provides the following athletic field recommendations:

1 baseball field per 5,000 residents•	
1 soccer field per 10,000 residents•	
1 football field per 20,000 residents•	 27 

To simplify these standards, nY4P consolidated the various types of playing fields into 
one element on the Open Space Index. This target is 1.5 athletic fields per 10,000 
residents, a hybrid of nRPA’s national urban standards.  Fields include soccer, football, 
cricket, baseball and hockey fields, as well as ice hockey rinks.  Condensing the various 
types of athletic fields into one generalized target on the Index provides flexibility 
for neighborhoods with a variety of sporting interests.  The specific types of fields 
offered in each neighborhood should be examined through the lens of residents’ 
preferences.

Collecting data
Collecting athletic field data requires surveying neighborhoods parks on foot.  While 
dPR’s website often includes fields on its park maps, sometimes the information is 
incomplete.  Led by nY4P staff, surveyors visit all parks in the study area to confirm 
the number and type of fields available. In situations where fields overlap one another, 
surveyors defer to the maximum number of fields by recording the number of fields 
that can be used simultaneously.  For instance, if two baseball fields are drawn atop a 
soccer field, the area is counted as two fields.  

Baseball field in Roberto Clemente Ballfield, Williamsburg, Brooklyn

Soccer field in Riverside Park, Morningside heights, Manhattan 
Copyright © 2008. Ben Carlson for new Yorkers for Parks.  All Rights Reserved.
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open Space Element ny4P neighborhood Standard
Courts 5 Courts/ 10,000 residents

Courts

Much like fields, courts host organized athletic games that contribute to the physical 
and social development of children and healthy lifestyles of adults.  nRPA offers the 
following court recommendations for urban areas:  

1 basketball court per 5,000 residents •	

1 handball court per 20,000 residents•	

1 volleyball court per 5,000 residents•	

1 tennis court per 2,000 residents•	 28 

To simplify these standards and allow for flexibility within communities, nY4P con-
solidated the various types of courts into one court target on the Open Space Index.  
The standard, 5 courts per 10,000 residents, considers nRPA’s national urban stan-
dards, new York’s density, and the changing sporting tastes of new York residents.   
Condensing the various court types into one target allows unique neighborhoods a 
measure of flexibility when assessing their court needs and acknowledges the variety 
of sporting interests among new York residents.  

Collecting data
Collecting data on courts also requires surveying neighborhoods parks on foot.  While 
dPR’s website often includes courts on its park maps, sometimes the information is 
incomplete.  Surveyors, led by nY4P staff, visit all parks in the study area to confirm 
the number and types of courts available.  All tennis, basketball, volleyball, handball and 
bocce courts are counted toward this total.  When half-basketball courts are identi-
fied, they are counted as1/2 of a court. 

Coffey Park, Red hook, Brooklyn

handball in Russell Pederson Playground, Bay Ridge, Brooklyn
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open Space Element ny4P neighborhood Standard
Recreation Centers 1 Recreation Center/ 20,000 residents

Recreation Centers

The Parks department operates 50 Recreation Centers throughout new York City.  
These indoor facilities offer a variety of athletic and educational programming for all 
ages.  They are particularly critical in winter months when outdoor fields and courts 
are unavailable.  Many neighborhoods also benefit from YMCAs and other community 
centers run by non-profits and other agencies.  If these places offer recreational op-
portunities, are publicly accessible and charge comparable fees to dPR Recreation 
Centers, they may be considered in a neighborhood’s Recreation Center count.29  The 
Open Space Index recommends one Recreation Center per 20,000 residents.30  This 
goal reflects the need for indoor recreation opportunities, particularly during colder 
periods of the year. 

Collecting data
data on Recreation Centers can come from a variety of sources.  dPR lists its Recre-
ation Center locations on the dPR website. 31  Surveyors, led by nY4P staff, identify 
community centers run by non-profits, nYChA and other agencies through field 
work and in consultation with local stakeholders.  If these sites offer recreational op-
portunities and are publicly accessible, they may be considered in the neighborhood’s 
Recreation Center count.  

hamilton Fish Play Center, hamilton Fish Playground, Lower east Side, Manhattan

The Golden Age Center for Senior Citizens, Sara d. Roosevelt Park, Chinatown, Manhattan
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thE EldERlY PoPulatIoN

Currently, one million New Yorkers are 65 or older.35  Population 
projections estimate that the elderly population of New York 
City is expected to increase by 44% by 2030.36  this could result 
in an increase in the demand for passive open space over the 
next decade.

open Space Element ny4P neighborhood Standard
Passive Open Space 1.5 acres/ 1,000 residents

Passive Open Space

Passive open spaces such as lawns, esplanades, plazas, beaches, natural areas and com-
munity gardens offer places to relax, stroll, socialize and experience nature.32  These 
spaces provide respite from the chaos of the City and give residents much-needed 
interaction with the natural environment.  Tranquil open spaces are particularly im-
portant to vulnerable populations, such as the ill, disabled and elderly, who are po-
tentially less likely to participate in active recreation but stand to benefit immensely 
from the outdoors.  

Collecting data
Passive open space acreage is calculated using a number of sources and methods.  
Maps obtained from dPR, Council on the environment on new York City (CenYC) 
and nYC Audubon provide data for parks, beaches, community gardens and natural 
areas.  nY4P staff uses GIS (Geographic Information Systems) mapping software to 
calculate the acreage of community gardens, natural areas, beaches and parks.   For 
large parks that are primarily passive but contain some active recreation, nY4P sub-
tracts the active space acreage from the total park acreage to obtain the passive open 
space acreage.  For neighborhood parks that tend to be occupied primarily by ac-
tive open space, nY4P calculates the passive acreage by measuring lawns, esplanades, 
planted areas and other passive spaces within parks using a measuring wheel.  Often 
these spaces are permeable and the measurements can also be used for the perme-
able surfaces element of the Index.  Information on the plazas that resulted from the 
City’s incentive zoning program (see page 12 for details) are obtained from the de-
partment of City Planning’s website.33  The locations of PlanYC’s Plaza Program are 
obtained from the department of Transportation’s website.34

A lawn in Franz Sigel Park, Concourse, Bronx 

Chess players in Carl Schurz Park,  Yorkville, Manhattan 
Copyright © 2008. Tim Francis for new Yorkers for Parks.  All Rights Reserved.



NatuRal aREas 

Natural areas are spaces that retain some degree of 
wilderness, native ecosystems and ecosystem processes.37  
these estuaries, forests, wetlands and ponds provide 
habitats to thousands of bird, fish, animal and plant 
species, and their absorptive quality helps to decrease 
air pollution and filter urban runoff in New York’s 
waterways.38  the City’s 12,000 acres of natural areas 
are concentrated in a handful of neighborhoods, and it 
would be very challenging to create new natural areas in 
the City’s more densely-settled land.   For these reasons, 
there is no specific neighborhood goal for natural areas 
on the open space Index.  however, because of the vital 
role that natural areas play in the City’s environmental 
sustainability, they should be closely considered.  some 
existing natural areas can be expanded, and communities 
should push to have them included in future park sites, 
both along the waterfront and upland.  NY4P strongly 
recommends that under no circumstances should natural 
area acreage be lost.    

Plazas

Public plazas can provide critical open space in 
high-density neighborhoods where parks are 
scarce.  they are often located in commercial 
areas, where they offer respite to workers in need 
of an office break.  an incentive zoning program 
established in New York City in the 1960s allowed 
private developers to avoid certain height and bulk 
restrictions in return for including public plazas in 
the development.   the zoning resulted in more 
than 80 acres of new public space in the 10 high-
density neighborhoods where it was used. some 
spaces that were particularly well-designed or 
boasted an amenity drew users, but many failed 
to attract the public.39 due to mixed results, the 
program was curtailed; however, a new PlaNYC 
plaza initiative is being led by the department of 
transportation.  this program converts underused 
streets in neighborhoods lacking open space into 
plazas.  In the program’s first phase, nine locations 
were selected for conversion.  

because of the limited scope of these two programs, 
few neighborhoods have public plazas.  accordingly, 
this element is not included on the open space 
Index; however, the open space that plazas provide 
in high-density areas is significant and should be 
considered when assessing neighborhoods that have 
them.  

eibs Pond, Park hill, Staten Island
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open Space Element ny4P neighborhood Standard
Community Gardens 1 Community Garden/ 10,000 residents

Community Gardens

Community gardens add enormous value to neighborhoods.  Their plant growth and 
permeable surfacing provide environmental benefits; the food harvested within some 
of them offers low-cost healthy food options to residents; and opportunities for 
community-building contribute toward social cohesion and a sense of neighborhood 
pride.   In many instances, new York’s community gardens have developed on slices of 
land that were previously vacant.  Community groups and residents have transformed 
the abandoned sites into vibrant centers for farming, learning and socializing.   Many 
gardens offer health, educational and cultural programming, and studies have shown 
that the gardens successfully reduce neighborhood crime.40  

A study by the Furman Center for Real estate and Urban Policy found that commu-
nity gardens have positive impacts on residential real estate values within 1,000 feet of 
the gardens.  Furthermore, the study also found that gardens have the greatest impact 
in the most disadvantaged neighborhoods.41   

As the benefits of community gardens become more widely recognized, cities across 
America have begun to implement policies encouraging their development and pres-
ervation.  Boston created a community garden sub-district within its protected open 
space zoning.  Berkley’s General Plan recognizes and encourages community gardens 
as a high-priority use of open space,42 and Seattle’s General Plan calls for one garden 
per 2,500 households.  In 2000, Seattle’s City Council passed legislation stipulating 
that the city develop at least four new community gardens per year, with emphasis 
given to the City’s higher density areas.43  The Open Space Index sets a goal of 1 
community garden per every 10,000 neighborhood residents.  This is most closely 
related to Seattle’s household goal, and it is an ambitious yet attainable goal for most 
neighborhoods.

9th Street Community Garden, east Village, Manhattan

Generation x Community Garden, Lower east Side, Manhattan
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Two Coves Community Garden, Goodwill Park, Astoria, Queens
Copyright © 2008. Tim Francis for new Yorkers for Parks.  All Rights Reserved.

Total Acres of Open Space

open Space Elements ny4P neighborhood Standards
Active Open Space 1 acre/ 1,000 residents

Passive Open Space 1.5 acres/ 1,000 residents

total open Space 2.5 acres of open Space/ 1,000 residents

all of the categories detailed thus far contribute to the total amount of open space.   
total open space will always be an aggregate of the active and passive open spaces in 
any neighborhood.  the CEQR technical Manual provides the following open space 
goal for New York City: 2.5 acres of open space per 1,000 people. 44  despite distinc-
tions from CEQR’s passive and active open space definitions, the open space Index 
utilizes CEQR’s overall open space goal.  

Collecting data
Community Gardens in new York City are owned and operated 
by a variety of entities including dPR, the Trust for Public Land, the 
new York Restoration Project and others.  nY4P obtains Com-
munity Garden data from dPR and Council on the environment 
of new York City (CenYC).  Surveyors, led by nY4P staff, visit the 
location of each site to confirm the data. 
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Access and distance

open Space Elements ny4P neighborhood Standards
access and distance

Walking distance to a Pocket Park  
(Less than 1 acre)

100% of residents are within 
a 5 minute walk (1/4 mile)

Walking distance to a 
neighborhood Park (1-20 acres)

100% of residents are within 
a 5 minute walk (1/4 mile)

Walking distance to a Large Park  
(20+ acres)

100% of residents are within 
a 10 minute walk (1/2 mile)

Studies indicate that most people are willing to walk 1/2 mile to access community 
services, which is roughly a 10 minute walk for a healthy adult.45  In developing ac-
cessibility standards for the Open Space Index, nY4P considered nRPA guidelines as 
well as standards enacted in various cities with open space frameworks.  These are 
listed in the tables at right. Other accessibility references include PlanYC’s call for 
every new Yorker to be within a 10 minute walk of a park by 2030 and the Leed-nd 
credit awarded to neighborhoods that are designed to ensure that 90% of residents 
live within a 1/4 mile of an open space.46 

To evaluate walking distance in new York City neighborhoods, the Open Space Index 
breaks parks into three categories based on size.  

Pocket Parks
Measuring less than an acre, Pocket Parks usually accommodate one or two features •	
such as a playground, a court, or a passive sitting area.  Their small size limits the 
services that they can provide to a community, yet they are critical amenities 
for residents without much mobility such as small children, young mothers, the 
elderly and infirm.   Pocket Parks can also be particularly useful in commercial 
neighborhoods where workers need respite from the office environment.  Given 
the physical limitations of these groups, the Open Space Index recommends that 
a Pocket Park be located within a 1/4 mile of all new Yorkers.  

national recreation & Parks association 
 accessibility guidelines

Park Size Service area guideline

Maximum walking distance to a park 
< 1 acre 

1/4 mile

Maximum walking distance to a park 
> 15 acres

1/4 - 1/2 mile

Maximum walking distance to a park 
> 25 acres

1-2 miles

city accessibility Standard

Ottawa
all residents should be within a 1/4 mile 

walk of a green space47 

Seattle
all residents be within 1/2 mile to 

a usable open space48 

San Francisco
all residents should be within 1/2 mile to 

a park and 1/4 mile to a playground49    

In densely populated urban areas, the distribution and accessibility of open space is critically important.  Many new York City residents do not own cars, and a variety of open space 
activities should be within walking distance of every resident.  While each borough has thousands of acres of parkland, most of it is concentrated in a few very large parks such as 
Pelham Bay Park in the Bronx, Flushing Meadows Park in Queens and Prospect Park in Brooklyn.  Residents not living in the immediate area of these large parks are not likely to 
utilize the spaces with frequency.  even in areas where residents are within walking distance of an open space, high population density can stress the capacity of the parks.  This is 
why the Open Space Index takes both open space acreage per resident and distance to a park into account.
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neighborhood Parks
Between 1 and 20 acres, neighborhood Parks typically offer •	
a broad range of recreational opportunities that are essential 
to new Yorkers’ health and well-being.   These spaces should 
be easily accessible to all residents.  The Open Space Index 
recommends that all residents be within a 1/4 mile of a 
neighborhood Park.   

Large Parks
The expansive acreage of Large Parks allows for the widest •	
range of recreational activities as well as space for more 
distinctive features such as beaches, golf courses, natural areas 
and greenways.  Also, Large Parks play important environmental 
roles, as they are most likely to provide substantial tree habitat 
and natural, permeable ground surfacing. The Open Space 
Index recommends that all residents be within a 1/2 mile walk 
of a Large Park. The map at right illustrates access to Large 
Parks across new York City. 

Understanding that the creation of new Large Parks inside of new 
York City is quite rare, areas deficient in access to Large Parks 
might focus their attention on the expansion or improvement of 
Pocket and neighborhood Parks.

Collecting data
nY4P measures access to parks by using GIS mapping software.  This 
tool allows nY4P to calculate walking distances to parks by drawing 
1/4 and 1/2 mile radius circles, or “buffers”, around each park.  The 
map at right is a simple illustration of 1/2 mile walking distances 
around Large Parks.  however, it is important to note that some 
physical barriers such as railroad tracks, a body of water, a highway, 
or a superblock can severely impact accessibility by increasing the 
walking distance necessary to circumvent the obstacle.  These types 
of barriers should be taken into account when calculating walking 
distances.  Identifying significant physical barriers requires surveying 
neighborhoods parks on foot and manually measuring the amount 
of time required to walk around them.  This information serves as 
a supplement to the GIS walking distance buffers.

Parks

Half-mile Buffer

Citywide Access to Large Parks
The buffers represent a half-mile walking distance, or 
10-minute walk, to all parks over 20 acres.
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environmental Sustainability:  Tree Canopy and Permeable Surfaces
In addition to providing us with spaces to recreate and interact, our parks are critical 
to new York’s long-term environmental sustainability.  Trees, grass and plants absorb 
air pollution, provide habitats for wildlife and reduce air temperatures.50  natural 
ground surfacing slows stormwater runoff and provides a natural filter to contami-
nants before they reach our rivers and bays.  The Open Space Index includes Tree 

Tree canopy in John Golden Park, Bayside, Queens

Canopy and Permeable Surfacing goals for each neighborhood.  Increasing the tree 
canopy and expanding the area of natural and planted areas within parks are proven 
ways to combat air pollution, the urban heat island effect and stormwater runoff 
implications.
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open Space Element ny4P neighborhood Standard

Urban Tree Canopy Cover  
neighborhood-specific goals are 

provided in Appendix d

Tree Canopy

The urban forest provides both aesthetic and environmental services to new York 
City.  Trees enhance the park experience not only with their beauty, but also with the 
shade that they produce and the connection to nature that they provide to urban 
dwellers.  environmentally, they provide multiple ecosystem services: they remove 
pollutants from the air, their leaves absorb and store carbon dioxide (the most preva-
lent greenhouse gas), they cool the air, and the permeable ground in which they grow 
helps to absorb and manage stormwater runoff.   These services are natural solutions 
that can save the City millions of dollars in annual pollution control, such as waste-
water treatment.51  With this knowledge, a number of cities have established specific 
urban tree canopy goals. The table at bottom right lists some US cities with notable 
tree canopy goals.

At the request of dPR, the United States Forest Service completed an analysis of the 
urban tree canopy in new York City in 2006.  Using GIS data and aerial photography, 
the Forest Service calculated new York City’s current Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) 
at 24%.   By identifying all land not covered by water, roads or buildings as possible 
planting locations, the study estimated that new York City’s UTC could be expanded 
to 42%.59  In light of these findings, the City initiated the Million Trees nYC program, 
which is facilitating the planting of one million trees with an ultimate goal of achieving 
a 30% tree canopy by 2030.  

As part of the 2006 citywide report, the Forest Service also calculated the existing 
and potential tree canopies for each individual new York City neighborhood.  The 
study found that the existing tree canopy in Midtown Manhattan is 1%, yet the neigh-
borhood potential is 20% coverage if trees were planted in all available areas.  In stark 
contrast, the study found that some neighborhoods in Staten Island have tree canopy 
potentials of up to 53%.  The report reveals that all 188 new York City neighborhoods 
have the potential to increase their tree canopy coverage.

Collecting data
The Open Space Index uses the neighborhood-level tree canopies published in the 
Forest Service’s 2006 report to provide each neighborhood with an existing tree 
canopy and a target. 60  A comprehensive list of existing and potential nYC neighbor-
hood tree canopies is located in Appendix d.

Jackie Robinson Park, harlem, Manhattan

city urban tree canopy goal

Annapolis 50% by 203052 

Baltimore 40% by 203753 

Boston 35% by 202054

Los Angeles 27%, no date set55 

Roanoke, VA 40% by 201356 

Seattle 30% by 203757

Vancouver 28%, no date set58  
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open Space Element ny4P neighborhood Standard
Permeable Surfacing within Parks 70%

Permeable Surfacing

Many parks throughout the city benefit from lush natural areas such as forests, marsh-
es and ponds.  Others offer grassy lawns, gardens and shade trees.  While many sports 
--basketball, handball and tennis-- require a hard surface, too many neighborhood 
parks in the city consist of nothing more than a concrete slab.  

Integrating more plant life and green space into these areas would make the spaces 
more enjoyable for park users and provide a number of environmental benefits.  First, 
when rainwater flows off paved surfaces, it picks up contaminants that are then car-
ried through the cities’ over-taxed wastewater treatment process.  But when the 
runoff encounters a natural surface, the soil and vegetation filters out some of the 
pollutants. 

Permeable surfacing can also reduce the volume of stormwater runoff as soil absorbs 
some moisture.  Most importantly, soil and vegetation slow the speed of the runoff by 
providing a physical barrier.  This is particularly important in new York City because 
the sewer and stormwater infrastructure is shared.  heavy rainfall regularly over-
whelms the sewer system, causing raw sewage to overflow into waterways and some-
times streets.  According to Riverkeeper, new York harbor receives 27 billion gallons 
of raw sewage and polluted stormwater discharge from combined sewage overflows 
each year.61  While new designs for improved stormwater capture, such as permeable 
pavement and tree pits that maximize water capture, can be a part of the solution, 
increasing permeable surfacing remains the most effective way to slow runoff.

The Open Space Index offers a standard of 70% permeable surfacing in parks.  Be-
cause nY4P’s research yielded no existing examples of permeable surface standards, 
the Index’s 70% goal is based on extensive field work and analysis.   As with the other 
Open Space Index indicators, this target does not apply to single parks, but rather 
to a collection of neighborhood parks.  For instance, in a small park filled with active 
recreation opportunities such as basketball and handball courts, 70% permeability 
would not be feasible. Yet in natural areas, up to 100% of the land is permeable, and 
in a large park with substantial passive areas, 80-90% can be attained.  As long as a 
neighborhood has a variety of park sizes and types, an overall rate of 70% permeable 
surface can be attained. 

Cement bordering a play area in Little Flower Playground, Lower east Side, Manhattan

Planted area in hero Park, Silver Lake, Staten Island
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Collecting data
nY4P collects permeable surfacing data by surveying neighborhoods parks on foot 
and identifying all tree pits, natural areas, planted green areas, community gardens, 
natural grass fields, artificial turf fields and other porous surfaces within the parks.62  
In parks that are primarily concrete, surveyors measure each individual permeable 
space with a measuring wheel.   In parks with large swaths of natural surfacing, it is 
more efficient to measure the impermeable surfaces and subtract them from the 
park’s overall acreage to find the permeable surfacing acreage for that park.    

A hard-surface baseball field in Betsy head Memorial Playground, Brownsville, Brooklyn

Fulton Park, Bedford-Stuyvesant, Brooklyn

Lawn and plantings in John Paul Jones Park, Fort hamilton, Brooklyn
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open Space Elements
ny4P neighborhood 

Standards

Parks rated overall acceptable by dPR 85%

Parks rated acceptable on cleanliness by dPR 90%

Park Maintenance

new York City’s parks serve as front and backyards for many new Yorkers.  Keeping 
parks clean, well-kept and safe is essential to visitors’ comfort within them.  There-
fore, investing in park maintenance has a positive effect on park use and neighbor-
hood safety.

The Parks Inspection Program (PIP) is dPR’s method of tracking park maintenance, 
and it rates parks “acceptable” or “unacceptable” based upon the condition of specific 
park features.  each site receives ratings in two categories, Cleanliness and Overall 
Condition.  Cleanliness is determined by five factors: litter, broken glass, graffiti, ice 
and weeds.  Overall Condition is determined by seventeen factors, including a close 
inspection of benches, fences, sidewalks and lawns (for a complete list, see Appendix 
e).  The Open Space Index standard follows the City standards: 85% of parks should 
be rated “acceptable” for their Overall Condition and 90% should be rated “accept-
able” for Cleanliness.    

Collecting data
To calculate park maintenance results for neighborhoods, the Open Space Index uses 
the Overall Condition and Cleanliness PIP ratings for all parks within neighborhood 
boundaries over the last three years.  The PIP results are listed on each park’s page 
on the dPR website.  For each category, nY4P calculates a neighborhood’s result by 
adding the number of park inspections that rated acceptable and dividing that number 
by the total number of inspections in neighborhood parks over the last three years.  
For an example, see Appendix F.  

Litter in Frank Golden Memorial Park, College Point, Queens

A well-maintained planting in Bayview Terrace Park, 
Arden, Staten Island
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Factors to Supplement the Open Space Index
Over the course of research and development, vari-
ous elements of open space were considered for the 
Index.  For the final version, nY4P determined that 
each element must be a) measurable, b) publicly ac-
cessible and c) reasonable for most new York City 
neighborhoods to achieve. The following elements of 
open space were strongly considered but ultimately 
left off of the final version of the Index.  Other ele-
ments, such as natural areas and plazas, were incor-
porated into the elements that are included on the 
Index.

Green Roofs
Green roofs positively impact the urban environment 
by lowering air temperature, improving air quality and 
reducing storm water runoff.  These vegetated roof-
tops ease pressure on city sewers by retaining 50-
75% of rainwater that falls on them, and they have 
been shown to reduce the daily energy demand of the 
buildings they cover by up to 75%.63   Because roof-
tops are among the hottest of heat retaining surfaces, 
green roofs can dramatically reduce the Urban heat 
Island effect.  The use of green roofs in urban environ-
ments is quickly expanding across the United States 
and internationally.64  As many major cities grow, green 
roofs are being implemented to keep pace with rising 
energy costs and demands, poor air quality and lack of 
green open space.    

despite their many environmental benefits, green 
roofs were not included on the Open Space Index be-
cause so few of them are open to the public.  As green 
roofs are constructed atop department of Parks and 
other municipal buildings in new York, nY4P hopes 
that they will become publicly-accessible passive open 
space.  Should this occur, a new indicator will be added 
to the Index to account for them. 

thE dEPaRtMENt oF PaRks aNd RECREatIoN’s 
gREEN RooF EFFoRts

In 2007, dPR began installing and testing various green roof systems atop its Five 
borough Complex on Randall’s Island.  by the fall of 2009, 15 distinct systems were 
installed on over 12,000 square feet.  by installing the systems side-by-side, dPR was 
able to determine which systems were most practical for further use across the 
City.  dPR has identified 10 Recreation Centers that meet necessary specifications 
for green roof installation and has plans to proceed with installations in 2010.  NY4P 
recommends that all dPR buildings include green roofs going forward.

The green roof atop the department of Parks & Recreation’s Five Borough Complex, Randall’s Island
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Albedo 
The air temperature above natural grass, cement and 
artificial turf athletic fields varies significantly and can be 
evaluated by examining albedo, a measure of a surface’s 
reflectivity.  Artificial turf surfaces “are among the 
hottest possible for urban areas, rivaling dark roofs and 
fresh asphalt.”65  Grass fields and plants avoid reaching 
such high temperatures through natural evaporation 
of soil moisture through their leaves.  The varying air 
temperatures above these surfaces can be measured 
in albedo.  A surface with relatively low albedo such as 
asphalt or artificial turf results in generally higher air 
temperatures than natural grass.  A study of synthetic 
turf in the Bronx by Columbia University’s Center for 
Climate Systems Research found typical artificial turf 
surface temperatures of 140-160-degrees Fahrenheit 
on summer afternoons.66  The heat radiating from 
these fields has health implications for users as well 
as environmental impacts contributing to the Urban 
heat Island effect.   due to the complicated nature of 
accurately recording the measurement, this element is 
not included on the Index.  

Maintenance: 
nY4P Report Card
nY4P’s award-winning Report Card on Parks project is 
the only independent analysis of nYC park mainte-
nance.  It evaluates park conditions and assigns each 
park a grade A - F.  It has sparked positive changes in the 
conditions of facilities within neighborhood parks by 
helping to justify increased funding and more efficient 
management of park services citywide. however, the 
Report Card project has not reached all 1,700 new 
York City parks.  Because data are not available for all 
neighborhoods and parks, it was excluded from the 
Index. Communities that identify park maintenance as 
a priority should consult the nY4P website for avail-
able Report Card results in their neighborhood. 

Park Programming
While the Parks department has gathered some data 
in the past, it does not regularly collect data on the 
number of programs or program attendees in parks  
and recreation centers across the city.  In the event 
that the Parks department expands its collection of 
programming records, a programming element should 
be added to the Open Space Index.  examining the 
number of publicly-accessible programs occuring in 
neighborhood parks and recreation centers could be 
a very valuable measure.  Possible approaches include 
calculating the number of programs administered or 
the number of hours of programming per year. 
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PART III: PILOT STUdY: 
LOWeR eAST SIde, MAnhATTAn
Following the research and development period, nY4P tested the Open Space Index 
methodology in a pilot neighborhood, the Lower east Side of Manhattan.  This neigh-
borhood was chosen because of its variety of open spaces, rich demographic diversity 
and vibrant history of park and garden advocacy.  The Pilot Study provided nY4P with 
an excellent opportunity to test the methodology and address lingering questions on 
specific open space elements.  The Pilot Study consisted of an assessment of the open 
space elements as well as a Community Meeting where nY4P presented neighbor-
hood results and received feedback from local residents.  

The first step of the Pilot Study was to assess the neighborhood’s existing open space 
conditions according to the Index.  Using Geographic Information Systems (GIS), staff 
and interns mapped the Lower east Side to determine total park acreage, walking dis-
tance to parks, and number of community gardens, courts, fields, and playgrounds.  The 
map at right illustrates the study area and some of the open space features within it.

The mapping analysis was followed by multiple visits to the neighborhood.  On these 
visits, surveyors confirmed the location and contents of all open spaces, counted the 
number of playgrounds in each park and used a measuring wheel to measure the size 
of each play area, permeable surfaces within parks and irregularly-shaped fields and 
pools.  
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nY4P staff measuring the border of a garden in Seward Park, Chinatown, Manhattan

Through the field visits, nY4P was able to round out the analysis and more closely de-
scribe and analyze existing conditions.  This assessment of the neighborhood’s condi-
tions clearly illustrates how the Lower east Side compares to the Open Space Index’s 
set of targets for open space provision and maintenance.  

The matrix on page 36 outlines the Lower east Side’s open space outcomes alongside 
the Index’s standards.  The Lower East Side Totals column catalogues the data collected 
for each element.  The Lower East Side Outcomes column lists the conversion of the 
data into outcomes comparable to the Index standards listed in the far right column.

sEwaRd PaRk usER suRvEY

during the summer 
of 2008, New Yorkers 
for Parks and baruch 
survey Research 
conducted an extensive 
visitor survey in seward 
Park, a well-used park 
in the southern part of 
the lower East side.  
this three-acre park 
possesses a number 
of active recreation features, a small community garden and 
passive, paved areas interspersed with tall trees.   based on 
NY4P counts over six weeks in the summer, baruch survey 
Research estimated that 58,000 people visited seward Park.     
surveyors approached every 10th person exiting the park and 
offered them a questionnaire.  some of the survey results:

49% of respondents were foreign-born, and 
29% filled out the questionnaire in Chinese

99% of respondents live in same zip code as seward Park 

the majority of respondents visit the park to read or relax 
(rather than exercise, play sports, or visit the playground)

the lowest rated park features were bathrooms, 
drinking fountains and courts

the highest were lawns/gardens, tables/benches 
and play equipment

new Yorker for Parks staff (at center) surveying park 
users in Seward Park.
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open Space index:  lower East Side*

(*neighborhood scale determined by PlanYC neighborhood boundary)
neighborhood statistics: 535 acres; 72,258 residents; 18,181children

open Space Elements
lower East Side 

totals
lower East Side 

outcomes
Proposed neighborhood 

Standards
active and Passive open Space

Active Open Space & Facilities 30.7 acres 0.42 acres/ 1000 residents 1 acre of open space/ 1,000 residents

Playgrounds 50 playgrounds 3.4 playgrounds/ 1,250 children 1 playground/ 1,250 children

Athletic Fields 15 fields 2.1 athletic fields/ 10,000 residents 1.5 fields/ 10,000 residents

Courts 67 courts 9.3 courts/ 10,000 residents 5 courts/ 10,000 residents

Recreation Centers 2 recreation centers
0.6 recreation centers/ 

20,000 residents 
1 recreation center/ 20,000 residents

Passive Open Space 55.6 acres
0.8 acre passive open space/ 

1,000 residents
1.5 acres of open space/ 1,000 residents

Community Gardens 40 gardens
5.5 community gardens/ 

10,000 residents
1 community garden/ 10,000 residents

Total Acres of Open Space 86.3 acres
1.2 acres of open space/ 

1,000 residents
2.5 acres of open space/ 1,000 residents

access and distance to Parks

Walking distance to a Pocket Park (Less than 1 acre) 12 pocket parks
100% of residents are 
within a 5 minute walk

100% of residents are 
within a 5 minute walk

Walking distance to a neighborhood Park (1-20 acres) 7 neighborhood parks
100% of residents are 
within a 5 minute walk

100% of residents are 
within a 5 minute walk

Walking distance to a Large Park (20+ acres) 1 large park
100% of residents are 

within a 10 minute walk
100% of residents are 

within a 10 minute walk

Environmental Sustainability

Urban Tree Canopy Cover  14% 14%
44% (neighborhood target based on 

US Forest Service Survey)

Permeable Surface within Parks 54.9 acres 63% 70%

Park maintenance
Parks rated overall "acceptable" by dPR 80% 80% 85%

Parks rated "acceptable" on cleanliness by dPR 93% 93% 90%
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de Colores Community Garden 

Secret Garden

Results: Areas of excellence
The Pilot Study found that the Lower east Side performs very well with regard to 
community gardens, acres of active recreation, and walking distance to parks.  

Community Gardens:  With 40 community gardens, this neighborhood has 
one of the most vibrant community garden cultures in the City.  Among them, some 
function as small farms, others provide serene places to visit and many are lively com-
munity gathering spots.

Active Recreation: The number of playgrounds, fields and courts on the Lower 
east Side exceed the Open Space Index targets for each category.
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Access: The Pilot Study revealed that the Lower east Side is 
very well-served in the Access elements of the Open Space Index. 
The map at right illustrates 1/4 mile buffers around the neighbor-
hood’s neighborhood Parks.  The buffers reveal that all residents 
are within a 5 minute walk of a neighborhood Park.  (The two 
small pockets on the far west side of the neighborhood are served 
by parks outside of the neighborhood boundary.) The map on page 
39 illustrates the 1/2 mile buffer surrounding east River Park, a 
57 acre park on the waterfront.  This map shows that, with the 
exception of a small 4-block pocket on the far west side of the 
neighborhood, all residents live within a 1/2 mile walk of a Large 
Park. If the community decided that the area outside the buffer 
was problematic, it might consider advocating for improvements 
to the neighborhood Parks close to that area or the conversion 
of a vacant lot into a garden.   
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Results:  Areas for Improvement
The Lower east Side has an urban tree canopy cover of only 14%, far below the US 
Forest Service’s 44% recommendation for that neighborhood.   The assessment also 
found that the Lower east Side parks have very little green, natural ground surfacing 
within parks.  The deficient tree canopy coverage and permeable surfacing percent-
age indicate a poor environmental sustainability performance for the neighborhood.  
A lack of trees and grassy surfacing impacts park aesthetics and reduces the oppor-
tunities for park users to experience a connection to nature.   A plan of action for 
this neighborhood might include advocating for empty tree pits to be filled and the 
conversion of some heavily-cemented park areas to grass surfacing. 

Straus Square, a largely impermeable Greenstreet on the Lower east Side hard surfacing in Vladeck Park
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Community Meeting 
After months of data collection, new Yorkers for Parks held a public workshop on 
the Lower east Side to present the Open Space Index and our assessment of the 
neighborhood to the community.  The purpose of this meeting was to help the com-
munity identify its open space needs, establish its priorities and determine an advo-
cacy strategy for improvements to their neighborhood open spaces.

To publicize the meeting, nY4P invited over 40 community stakeholders, including lo-
cal health, education, immigrant, youth, housing and commercial advocates.  Addition-
ally, flyers were distributed throughout the neighborhood, and elected officials’ offices 
were informed of the meeting.  neighborhood residents, community advocates and 
Parks department officials attended the meeting.   nY4P provided Spanish and Chi-
nese translators at the meeting.  

Community Feedback
After a brief overview of the Open Space Index project by nY4P staff, attendees 
were invited to use stickers to indicate the elements of open space most important 
to them, see picture below.   

The interactive exercise revealed that the top priorities for the attendees were “more 
trees” and “more grassy passive areas.”  Interestingly, the Pilot Study assessment also 
identified those two categories as particularly lacking in the neighborhood.  during 

Residents voting on their open space priorities

the meeting, participants had a robust discussion of parks in the neighborhood as well 
as the Index and its usefulness.   

Finally, nY4P presented the results of the Open Space Index and Community Meeting 
to the Parks Committee of Community Board 3.  It is nY4P’s hope that the Community 
Board will use the Open Space Index assessment and community feedback to focus its 
attention on the following neighborhood issues shown to need improvement: the tree 
deficit and the lack of natural surfacing in parks.  The Index and its accompanying data 
and literature should provide the Community Board with documentation to support 
their advocacy efforts. 
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BRInGInG The OPen SPACe Index 
TO YOUR neIGhBORhOOd
Through its neighborhood Parks Services program, 
new Yorkers for Parks will work with communities to 
complete Open Space Index assessments and develop 
a strategic advocacy agenda. Communities wishing to 
improve open space and environmental sustainability 
locally can use the Open Space Index to evaluate current 
conditions and initiate the advocacy process.  

new Yorkers for 
Parks’ Role
nY4P will conduct a thorough survey of the neighborhood: 
identifying open spaces, taking measurements and 
completing all GIS mapping necessary to the assessment.  
In instances where community volunteers are available 
to help in these efforts, nY4P will provide technical 
assistance to support them. When the surveying is 
complete, nY4P will conduct a public workshop to report 
the assessment results to community stakeholders.   The 
community stakeholders can use these results to shape 
their advocacy priorities.      

neighborhood Parks Services
Step 1: Community Organizing
For communities to leverage the results of an Open Space Index assessment and successfully advocate for improve-
ments, the engagement and involvement of a variety of stakeholders is essential.  Outreach should include a diverse 
group of residents representative of the neighborhood demographics.  Representatives from local non-profits, schools, 
housing developments, businesses, cultural institutions and the offices of local Community Board and Council Members 
should be included.  

All outreach conducted by community stakeholders and/or nY4P should be inclusive.  In neighborhoods with substan-
tial immigrant populations, language access is critical.  Translations of public meeting advertisements should be provided, 
and translators should be present at all meetings.  Meetings should be held in accessible locations convenient to public 
transportation.  

Step 2: establishing Goals
Prior to the assessment, nY4P staff will meet with neighborhood representatives to create a work plan, establish a 
time line and identify local resources that can contribute to a successful assessment. 

Step 3: Collecting data for the Open Space Index
nY4P will guide the data collection but will rely on local stakeholders for knowledge of unconventional open space, 
recreational and environmental resources.  Residents know their community better than anyone else, and local knowl-
edge will greatly enrich the assessment.

Step 4: Presentation of Assessment at Public Workshop
nY4P will present the results of the open space assessment at a community meeting in the neighborhood.  The primary 
purpose of this meeting is to share data with community members that will guide the direction of their future advocacy.  
The meeting will be one part presentation, one part discussion and one part brainstorming exercise.  

Step 5: The Community develops an Advocacy Agenda
As the community identifies their open space priorities, nY4P will continue to provide technical assistance, advocate 
on behalf of these priorities and advise on strategy as requested by the community.
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APPendICeS
A:  PlanYC neighborhood Boundary Maps (by borough)

B:  Advisory Interviewees

C:  Field and Court dimensions

d:  neighborhood Tree Canopy Goals

e:  Maintenance

F:  Maintenance Calculations for Pilot Study on Lower east Side 
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Appendix A: PlanYC neighborhood Boundary Maps (by borough)

Brooklyn

1 Greenpoint 26 Sunset Park east

2 north Side - South Side 27 Borough Park

3 east Williamsburg 28 Kensington - Ocean Parkway

4 Williamsburg 29 Flatbush

5 Bushwick South 30 erasmus

6 Bushwick north 31 east Flatbush - Farragut

7 Brooklyn heights - Cobble hill 32 Rugby - Remsen Village

8 dUMBO - Vinegar hill - downtown 
Brooklyn - Boerum hill

33 Bay Ridge

9 Fort Greene 34 dyker heights

10 Clinton hill 35 Bath Beach

11 Bedford 36 Bensonhurst West

12 Stuyvesant heights 37 Ocean Parkway South

13 Carroll Gardens - Columbia - Red 
hook

38 Midwood

14 Park Slope - Gowanus 39 Flatlands

15 Prospect heights 40 Canarsie

16 Crown heights north 41 Starrett City

17 Ocean hill 42 Bensonhurst east

18 Cypress hills - City Line 43 homecrest

19 Sunset Park West 44 Madison

20 Windsor Terrace 45 Georgetown - Marine Park - 
Bergen Beach - Mill Basin

21 Crown heights South 46 Gravesend

22 Prospect heights - Lefferts Gardens 
- Wingate

47 Seagate - Coney Island

23 Brownsville 48 West Brighton

24 east new York (part B) 49 Brighton Beach

25 east new York (part A) 50 Sheepshead Bay - Gerritsen Beach - 
Manhattan Beach
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Bronx
1 north Riverdale - Fieldston - Riverdale

2 Woodlawn - Wakefield

3 Spuyten duyvil - Kingsbridge

4 Van Cortlandt Village

5 norwood

6 Williamsbridge - Olinville

7 eastchester - edenwald - Baychester

8 Co-Op City

9 Kingsbridge heights

10 Bedford Park - Fordham north

11 Fordham South

12 Belmont

13 Bronxdale

14 Allerton - Pelham Gardens

15 University heights - Morris heights

16 Mount hope

17 Claremont - Bathgate

18 east Tremont

19 Pelham Parkway

20 Van nest - Morris Park - Westchester Square

21 Pelham Bay - Country Club - City Island

22 highbridge

23 West Concourse

24 east Concourse - Concourse Village

25 Morrisania - Melrose

26 Crotona Park east

27 West Farms - Bronx River

28 Parkchester

29 Soundview - Bruckner

30 Westchester - Unionport

31 Schuylerville - Throgs neck - edgwater Park

32 Melrose South - Mott haven north

33 Mott haven - Port Morris

34 Longwood

35 hunts Point

36 Soundview - Castlehill - Clason Point - 
harding Park

37 Riker's Island
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1 Marble hill - Inwood 15 Lenox hill - Roosevelt Island

2 Washington heights north 16 Clinton

3 Washington heights South 17 Midtown - Midtown South

4 hamilton heights 18 Turtle Bay - east Midtown

5 Manhattanville 19 hudson Yards - Chelsea - Flatiron - 
Union Square

6 Central harlem north - Polo 
Grounds

20 Murray hill - Kips Bay

7 Morningside heights 21 Gramercy

8 Central harlem South 22 Stuyvesant Town - Peter Cooper 
Village

9 east harlem north 23 West Village

10 Upper West Side 24 east Village

11 east harlem South 25 Soho - Tribeca - Civc Center - 
Little Italy

12 Lincoln Square 26 Chinatown

13 Upper east Side - Carnegie hill 27 Lower east Side

14 Yorkville 28 Battery Park City - Lower 
Manhattan

Manhattan
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1 Old Astoria 29 Forest hills

2 Steinway 30 Kew Gardens hills

3 College Point 31 Pomonok - Flushing heights - 
hillcrest

4 Flushing 32 Fresh Meadows - Utopia

5 Whitestone 33 Ridgewood

6 Murray hill 34 Glendale

7 Fort Totten - Bay Terrace - 
Clearview

35 Kew Gardens

8 Bayside - Bayside hills 36 Briarwood - Jamaica hill

9 douglas Manor - douglaston - 
Little neck

37 Jamaica estates-holliswood

10 Qeensbridge - Ravenswood - Long 
Island City n

38 Queens Village

11 Astoria 39 Woodhaven

12 Woodside 40 Richmond hill

13 Jackson heights 41 Jamaica

14 east elmhurst 42 hollis

15 north Corona 43 Ozone Park

16 east Flushing 44 Lindenwood - howard Beach

17 Auburndale 45 South Ozone Park

18 Oakland Gardens 46 South Jamaica

19 Bellerose 47 Baisley Park

20 Glen Oaks - Floral Park - new 
hyde Park

48 St. Albans

21 hunters Point - Sunnyside - West 
Maspeth

49 Cambria heights

22 elmhurst - Maspeth 50 Springfield Gardens north

23 elmhurst 51 Laurelton

24 Corona 52 Springfield Gardens South - 
Brookville

25 Queensboro hill 53 Rosedale

26 Maspeth 54 Breezy Point - Belle harbor - 
Rockway Park - Broad Channel

27 Middle Village 55 hammels - Arverne - edgemere

28 Rego Park 56 Far Rockaway - Bayswater

Queens
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1 Mariners harbor - Arlington - Port Ivory - Graniteville

2 Port Richmond

3 West new Brighton - new Brighton - St. George

4 Westerleigh

5 new Brighton - Silver Lake

6 Grymes hill - Clifton - Fox hills

7 Stapleton - Rosebank

8 new Springville - Bloomfield - Travis

9 Todt hill - emerson hill -heartland Village - Lighthouse hill

10 Grasmere - Arrochar - Fort Wadsworth

11 Old Town - dongan hills - South Beach

12 new dorp - Midland Beach

13 Oakwood - Oakwood Beach

14 Charleston - Richmond Valley - Tottenville

15 Rossville - Woodrow

16 Arden heights

17 Annadale - huguenot - Prince's Bay - eltingville

18 Great Kills

Staten Island
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Appendix B: Advisory Interviewees
Tom Angotti, hunter College, department of Urban Affairs & Planning, Center for Community Planning & development

Anthony Borelli & staff, Manhattan Borough President’s office

Paige Cowett, hunter College, department of Urban Affairs & Planning, Center for Community Planning & development 

Peter harnik, Trust for Public Land

Minona heaviland, nYC department of Parks & Recreation

Jennifer henry, U.S. Green Building Council

Gavin Kearney, nY Lawyers for the Public Interest

Joshua Laird, nYC department of Parks & Recreation

nora Libertun de duren, nYC department of Parks & Recreation 

Jack Linn, nYC department of Parks & Recreation

evan Mason, Landmark West!

Morgan Monaco, nYC department of Parks & Recreation

Munsun Park, Jonathan Rose Companies

Robert Pirani, Regional Plan Association

heather Smith, Congress for the new Urbanism

Andy Stone, Trust for Public Land 

James Subudhi, We Act

Anna Vincenty, nos Quedamos

Bill Woods, nYC department of City Planning
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Appendix C: Field and Court dimensions

Field and court dimensions

type Square footage

Baseball Field (Standard) 70,65067 

Baseball Field (Little League) 25,44768 

Basketball Court 4,20069 

Bocce Court 85070 

Cricket Pitch & Field no fixed size, measure cricket fields with a measuring wheel.

Football Field 57,60071 

Golf Course no fixed size, contact course manager or use dPR website.

handball Court 68072 

hockey Rink 17,00073 

Running Track no fixed size, measure tracks with a measuring wheel.

Pool  

   a) Long-Course 12,30074 

   b) Short-Course 3,37575 

   c) diving Pool 4,50076 

Soccer Field (standard) 54,00077 

Soccer field (small) 27,00078 

Tennis Court 5,94079 

Volleyball Court 1,80080 

**When in doubt, measure features with measuring wheel.
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From A Report on New York City’s Present and Possible Urban Tree Canopy.  Prepared by USdA Forest Service at the request of nYC dPR.  J. Morgan Grove, Jarlath O’neil-dunne, Keith 
Pelletier, david nowak, Jeff Walkton.  Table 6: existing, Possible, and Relative UTC by neighborhood, July 2006.  

Appendix d: Urban Tree Canopy (UTC) Goals by neighborhood

neighborhood Existing utc Possible utc

Allerton - Pelham Gardens 20% 42%

Annadale - huguenot - Prince's Bay - eltingville 41% 40%

Arden heights 35% 38%

Astoria 12% 36%

Auburndale 26% 40%

Baisley Park 32% 38%

Bath Beach 13% 40%

Bathgate - Claremont 12% 44%

Battery Park City - Lower Manhattan 4% 36%

Bay Ridge 25% 31%

Bayside - Bayside hills 29% 39%

Bedford 14% 40%

Bedford Park - Fordham north 12% 33%

Bellerose 28% 42%

Belmont 15% 40%

Bensonhurst east 11% 40%

Bensonhurst West 12% 39%

Borough Park 19% 33%

Breezy Point - Belle harbor - Rockaway Park -
Broad Channel

9% 62%

Briarwood - Jamaica hill 23% 39%

Brighton Beach 15% 38%

Bronxdale 19% 37%

Brooklyn heights - Cobble hill 12% 40%

Brownsville 16% 42%

Bushwick 13% 40%

Bushwick north 11% 34%

Cambria heights 21% 45%
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neighborhood Existing utc Possible utc

Canarsie 28% 37%

Carnegie hill - Upper east Side 5% 25%

Carroll Gardens - Red hook 15% 43%

Central harlem north - Polo Grounds 13% 38%

Central harlem South 7% 36%

Charleston - Richmond Valley - Tottenville 37% 51%

Chinatown 8% 31%

Clearview - Bay Terrace - Fort Totten 22% 49%

Clinton 5% 28%

Clinton hill 19% 35%

College Point 16% 54%

Co-Op City 18% 50%

Corona 12% 41%

Crotona Park east 12% 47%

Crown heights north 21% 34%

Crown heights South 18% 30%

Cypress hills - City Line 15% 39%

douglas Manor - douglaston - Little neck 34% 42%

dUMBO - Vinegar hill - downtown Brooklyn - 
Boerum hill

11% 35%

dyker heights 18% 37%

east Concourse - Concourse Village 9% 41%

east elmhurst 21% 39%

east Flatbush - Farragut 22% 34%

east Flushing 29% 41%

east harlem north 13% 42%

east harlem South 13% 39%

east new York (part A) 20% 47%

east new York (part B) 11% 43%

east Tremont 10% 45%

east Village 13% 26%

east Williamsburg 6% 47%

eastchester - edenwald - Baychester 26% 40%
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neighborhood Existing utc Possible utc

elmhurst 14% 35%

elmhurst - Maspeth 18% 37%

erasmus 16% 33%

Far Rockaway - Bayswater 28% 41%

Flatbush 29% 28%

Flatiron - Union Square - Chelsea 6% 27%

Flatlands 21% 36%

Flushing 15% 37%

Fordham South 5% 35%

Forest hills 27% 34%

Fort Greene 20% 39%

Fresh Meadows - Utopia 32% 37%

Glen Oaks - Floral Park - new hyde Park 28% 43%

Glendale 14% 39%

Gramercy 8% 23%

Grasmere - Arrochar 25% 44%

Gravesend 19% 45%

Great Kills 26% 47%

Greenpoint 6% 41%

Grymes hill - Clifton - Fox hills 43% 36%

hamilton heights 10% 35%

hammels - Arverne - edgemere 16% 61%

highbridge 18% 37%

hollis 23% 42%

homecrest 19% 35%

hunters Point - Sunnyside - West Maspeth 8% 47%

hunts Point 8% 51%

Jackson heights 17% 38%

Jamaica 10% 45%

Jamaica estates - holliswood 39% 34%

Kensington - Ocean Parkway 20% 33%

Kew Gardens 29% 39%

Kew Gardens hills 29% 36%
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neighborhood Existing utc Possible utc

Kingsbridge heights 12% 47%

Laurelton 31% 41%

Lenox hill - Roosevelt Island 8% 36%

Lincoln Square 6% 36%

Lindenwood - howard Beach 24% 47%

Longwood 8% 43%

Lower east Side 14% 44%

Madison 21% 35%

Manhattanville 12% 39%

Marble hill - Inwood 9% 42%

Marine Park - Georgetown - Bergen Beach 26% 44%

Mariner's harbor - Arling - Graniteville 25% 53%

Maspeth 12% 40%

Melrose South - Mott haven north 13% 43%

Middle Village 24% 45%

Midtown - Midtown South 1% 20%

Midwood 28% 30%

Morningside heights 12% 35%

Morris heights 16% 42%

Morrisania - Melrose 17% 40%

Mott haven - Port Morris 12% 38%

Mount hope 8% 36%

Murray hill 31% 35%

Murray hill - Kips Bay 6% 29%

new Brighton - Silver Lake 36% 40%

new dorp - Midland Beach 17% 53%

new Springville - Bloomfield - Chelsea - Travis 32% 53%

north Corona 15% 39%

north Side - South Side 5% 41%

norwood 21% 32%

Oakland Gardens 31% 38%

Oakwood - Oakwood Beach 25% 46%

Ocean hill 14% 42%
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neighborhood Existing utc Possible utc

Ocean Parkway South 25% 36%

Old Astoria 12% 41%

Old Town - dongan hills 20% 55%

Ozone Park 16% 46%

Park Slope - Gowanus 19% 30%

Parkchester 28% 30%

Pelham Bay - Country Club - City Island 13% 53%

Pelham Parkway 23% 39%

Pomonok - Flushing heights - hillcrest 26% 40%

Port Richmond 25% 41%

Prospect heights 19% 32%

Prospect Lefferts Gardens - Wingate 22% 32%

Queens Village 22% 42%

Queensboro hill 26% 43%

Queensboro hill - Ravenswood - Long Island City 11% 40%

Rego Park 22% 35%

Richmond hill 15% 42%

Ridgewood 14% 41%

Riker's Island 8% 92%

Riverdale - Fieldston 51% 30%

Rosedale 42% 38%

Rossville - Woodrow 35% 41%

Rugby - Remsen Village 16% 35%

Schuylerville - Throgs neck - edgewater Park 15% 56%

Seagate - Coney Island 13% 54%

Sheepshead Bay - Manhattan Beach - Gerritsen Beach 19% 41%

Soho - Tribeca - Little Italy 3% 24%

Soundview - Castle hill - Clason Point 19% 48%

Soundview-Bruckner 17% 40%

South Jamaica 22% 43%

South Ozone Park 22% 43%

Springfield Gardens - South Brookvile 30% 35%

Springfield Gardens north 33% 39%
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neighborhood Existing utc Possible utc

Spuyten duyvil - Kingsbridge 28% 38%

St. Albans 26% 42%

Stapleton - Rosebank 20% 49%

Starrett City 41% 36%

Steinway 13% 46%

Stuyvesant heights 18% 37%

Stuyvesant Town - Peter Cooper Village 18% 46%

Sunset Park east 17% 35%

Sunset Park West 11% 39%

Todt hill - emerson hill - heartland Village 51% 33%

Turtle Bay - east Midtown 4% 27%

Upper West Side 6% 32%

Van Cortlandt Village 16% 48%

Van nest - Morris Park - Westchester Square 16% 45%

Washington heights north 19% 32%

Washington heights South 7% 33%

West Brighton 23% 46%

West Concourse 12% 37%

West Farms - Bronx River 14% 38%

West new Brighton - new Brighton - St. George 35% 37%

West Village 9% 23%

Westchester - Union Port 11% 43%

Westerleigh 38% 35%

Whitestone 25% 44%

Williamsbridge - Olinville 18% 39%

Williamsburg 11% 32%

Windsor Terrace 23% 32%

Woodhaven 16% 39%

Woodlawn - Wakefield 20% 41%

Woodside 14% 37%

Yorkville 12% 29%
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Appendix e:  Maintenance
Features inspected by dPR’s Parks Inspection Program (PIP) and included in the Overall Condition rating:

Glass

Graffiti

Litter

Ice

Weeds

Benches

Fences

Paved Surfaces

Play equipment

Safety Surface

Sidewalks

Athletic Fields

horticultural area

Lawns

Trails

Trees

Water Bodies
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Appendix F: Maintenance Calculations for Pilot Study on Lower east Side

PiP results from January 1, 2006 to december 31, 2008

Park Inspection details
Cleanliness 
Acceptable

Cleanliness 
Unacceptable

Overall Condition 
Acceptable

Overall Condition 
Unacceptable

Ahearn Park
inspected 4 times; cleanliness acceptable 4 times, 
overall acceptable 4 times

4 0 4 0

Baruch houses Plgd
inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 4 times, 
overall acceptable 3 times

4 2 3 3

Captain Jacob Joseph 
Playground

inspected 5 times; cleanliness acceptable 3 times, 
overall acceptable 3 times

3 2 3 2

Cherry Clinton Playground
inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 5 times, 
overall acceptable 4 times

5 1 4 2

Corlears hook Park
inspected 5 times; cleanliness acceptable 5 times, 
overall acceptable 4 times

5 0 4 1

dry dock Playground 
inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 6 times, 
overall acceptable 5 times

6 0 5 1

east River Park (section 1)
inspected 5 times; cleanliness acceptable 5 times, 
overall acceptable 3 times

5 0 3 2

east River Park- zone 1
inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 6 times, 
overall acceptable 5 times

6 0 5 1

east River Park- zone 2
inspected 5 times; cleanliness acceptable 5 times, 
overall acceptable 4 times

5 0 4 1

east River Park- zone 3
inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 6 times, 
overall acceptable 5 times

6 0 5 1

east River Park- zone 4
inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 6 times, 
overall acceptable 6 times

6 0 6 0

east River Park- zone 5
inspected 5 times; cleanliness acceptable 5 times, 
overall acceptable 4 times

5 0 4 1

east River Park- zone 6
inspected 8 times; cleanliness acceptable 7 times, 
overall acceptable 6 times

7 1 6 2

Gustave hartman Square last inspected in 2001 0 0 0 0

hamilton Fish Park
inspected 5 times; cleanliness acceptable 5 times, 
overall acceptable 4 times

5 0 4 1
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PiP results from January 1, 2006 to december 31, 2008

henry M Jackson Playground
inspected 5 times; cleanliness acceptable 5 times, 
overall acceptable 5 times

5 0 5 0

Lillian d Wald Playground
inspected 8 times; cleanliness acceptable 7 times, 
overall acceptable 6 times

7 1 6 2

Little Flower Playground
inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 6 times, 
overall acceptable 4 times

6 0 4 2

Luther Gulick Playground
inspected 7 times; cleanliness acceptable 6 times, 
overall acceptable 5 times

6 1 5 2

nathan Straus Playground
inspected 4 times; cleanliness acceptable 4 times, 
overall acceptable 3 times

4 0 3 1

Sidney hillman Plgd
inspected 8 times; cleanliness acceptable 7 times, 
overall acceptable 7 times

7 1 7 1

Seward Park
inspected 5 times; cleanliness acceptable 5 times, 
overall acceptable 5 times

5 0 5 0

Sol Lain Playground
inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 6 times, 
overall acceptable 5 times

6 0 5 1

Straus Square Greenstreet
inspected 2 times; cleanliness acceptable 2 times, 
overall acceptable 2 times

2 0 2 0

Vladeck Park no data 0 0 0 0

Wald Playground/ Lillian Wald 
houses

inspected 6 times; cleanliness acceptable 6 times, 
overall acceptable 6 times

6 0 6 0

totalS 126 9 108 27

135 inspections

93% were acceptable for cleanliness

80% were acceptable for overall condition
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